Charge to the Jury.
Mr Justice Darling
it may be that there was no poison. It may be the doctors are right
who suggest to you that any poison which was in anything sub-
mitted to the analyst as being the product of Martin did not
contain arsenic which came through Mr. Martin's system at all;
it may be they are right when they suggest that Mr. Davies did
not wash the bottle properly. It may be Dr. Toogood is right
when he suggests the arsenic was on the cork. Mr. Davies took
what he imagined to be a new cork, but it is suggested for the
defendant that there may have been some arsenic on the cork,
and it may be due to arsenic in bismuth or peroxide of hydrogen.
It may be that; but the prosecution say no, those are all sugges-
tions, those are all vague possibilities; Mr. Davies is a man
of experience, Mr. Davies does not let his new corks roll about
in arsenic powder, he knows how to wash bottles properly, and
the arsenic came from Mr. Martin. You will find evidence which
will show that certainly it might have done so.
Now I take the evidence of Dr. Toogood.    He was the doctor
called by the defence.    Dr. Toogood said this, if you could rely
on the arsenic having been found in Martin's urine his symptoms
undoubtedly   indicate   arsenical   poisoning,   supposing  the whole
taking and dealing with the urine to have been rightly done.    If
it was rightly done, and that was not in some way polluted by the
bottle or the cork or by bismuth or something or another, then,
says Dr.  Toogood, if you can rely upon  it being found in the
urine, that undoubtedly indicated that Martin had had a dose of
arsenic.    There is other evidence to the same effect.    Dr.  Spils-
"bury said this,  " The evidence of Martin's symptoms, including
the result of the analysis of the urine, I/33rd of a grain present
four   days after the beginning  of  his illness  in   17i ounces of
urine "—that being the evidence—" in my opinion Martin's ill-
ness was acute arsenical poisoning, arsenic must have been taken
into the body."    Beyond that there is the evidence of Sir William
Will cox—" I am confident that Martin's illness was acute arsenical
poisoning.5'     That is after he has listened to all the evidence that
was given as to when Martin began to be ill, what he suffered
from, what is the result of the analysis, and so on.    That agrees
with Dr. Spilsbury, and it agrees with Dr. Toogood, so that they
all agree about that.   Therefore, you try and come to a conclusion
as to whether Martin really did suffer from arsenical poisoning.
If he did, of course that does not prove that the defendant gave
it to him.    But then consider all the circumstances of his going
to tea and what he had; consider that the defendant had arsenic
in his possession at that time; according to his own evidence, he
had white arsenic in his possession at that time.      When he was
arrested he had a little packet of it in his pocket.
Consider all that, and if you come to the conclusion that
Martin did get with some food or another arsenic and suffered
from arsenical poisoning, then ask yourselves, how did he get
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